
Site: Plant Asset No:

Manufacturer & Model No:

No Quarterly Maintenance Instructions
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10 Carry out a function test of at least 25% of alarm trigger devices.  Test in rotation to ensure 
all trigger devices are tested each year.  Tests to be carried out as per manufacturer's 

Carry out a full function check of the alarm panels to ensure the satisfactory operation of all 
panel fault, status and alarm indications

Carry out fire alarm audible test as per management request via breakglass unit & record

Ensure all main and remote panel visual and audible indicators operate satisfactorily.  

Check alarm system log book and ensure all reported faults have been cleared

quipment: Fire Alarm

Examine all of the alarm system batteries and ensure they are in good serviceable 
condition and are not likely to fail before the next 3 monthly inspection

Isolate the main supply to the fire alarm panel and test the batteries under load conditions.  
Ensure the battery voltage is satisfactory and that the recharging circuit is functional upon 
mains restoration

Ensure all panel wiring terminations are secure and that the panels are clean and free from 
moisture ingress.  This should include the VDU printer unit where fitted
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8 Prove the operation of all alarm panel ancillary functions, such as the shutdown of 
mechanical plant, operation of extract fans, operation of smoke dampers and operation of 
door locks or other access controls

Prove the operation of plant manual override switches from the fireman's control panels



11 Ensure the wiring to all alarm equipment is secure and undamaged
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Note:

gg y p
instructions.

13 Log all test results and issue a certificate stating that the system is in a satisfactory condition. 
Where available, a printout of all trigger device readings shall be attached to the site log.

14 Carry checks in compliance with Chapter 73 of the IEE Wiring Regulations 16th Edition (BS: 
7671: 2001). Provide tests results and certificate of testing.

Each breakglass or detector shall be tested  in rotation to ensure that all alarm zones are 
tested at least once every 13 weeks and that all trigger devices are tested at least once per 
annum

Records of which trigger device was tested and the results of all tests shall be kept in the 
site's fire system logbook

Check whether software version is upto date.  If not upto date, request instruction to update

Ensure that structural or occupancy changes have not obstructed any trigger devices


